What is a bridge loan facility, and what purpose does it serve?

Bridge loan commitments address a gap between two competing goals in an acquisition financing. Borrowers often seek to issue long-term, fixed-rate debt securities as part of the post-acquisition capital structure, the final terms of which are generally not set until the securities are formally marketed to investors.

But they also require “certainty of funds” when signing an acquisition (well in advance of any such marketing) to ensure they meet customary requirements and standards. One solution would be for financial institutions or other investors to commit to purchase an agreed principal amount of securities at closing at an agreed price (and on agreed terms), subject to customary (limited) conditions precedent.

But for regulatory, capital and liability reasons, financial institutions (and many other investors) will generally not provide such “forward purchase” commitments. Instead this gap is commonly addressed through a committed bridge loan facility, which is an agreement to fund a short-term extendable loan at closing upon satisfaction of customary (limited) conditions, to the extent that the intended long-term securities have not then been issued.

Bridge loans are structured to incentivize the issuance of the intended securities at closing in lieu of funding the bridge (e.g. by charging a “funding” fee solely if the bridge is actually funded) or, if the bridge is funded, to encourage the prompt refinancing of the bridge (e.g. by providing for interest rates that increase with the passage of time and tighter operating covenants during the bridge period). Bridge lenders are also separately granted the right to “demand” securities at or after closing to replace or refinance the bridge facility.
What is a securities demand?
A securities demand is the right of one or more bridge loan arrangers (typically exercised by a “majority in interest”) to “demand” that the borrower issue debt securities (the “demand securities”) in place of (at closing) or to refinance (post-closing) the bridge facility. The fundamental terms of the securities which may be demanded are carefully negotiated, and include a maximum yield (or “total cap”), minimum issue price, minimum maturity, maximum call protection and covenant parameters (which may include a specified indenture precedent). Importantly, bridge facility arrangers typically have the right to demand the issuance of such demand securities on the closing date in lieu of funding the bridge loans. This is a change from pre-2008 bridges, which commonly provided borrowers with a “post-closing holiday” before a securities demand could be issued.

The securities demand right serves two primary functions. First, it provides the bridge arrangers with a mechanism to discourage market timing by the borrower. They can demand the borrower “go to market” at a time the high-yield bond market is “open” but may not be as favorable as the borrower would like. Second, it lets the bridge arrangers demand that the borrower issue securities to the applicable arrangers (or their underwriting affiliates) at the agreed maximum yield, even if the high-yield bond market is “closed”, which the arrangers may then distribute as securities markets improve.

It is a common misconception that a securities demand right empowers bridge arrangers to force the borrower to issue securities. In fact, borrowers may refuse to (or be unable to) issue securities, even when a valid demand is exercised. That refusal or inability would constitute a “demand failure event” and trigger specified economic consequences to the borrower.

The customary economic consequences of a “demand failure” by a borrower are limited to amending the bridge loans to increase the interest rate to a fixed rate equal to the “total cap” (i.e. the maximum yield the bridge arrangers are permitted to demand), add bond-style (“no-call”) call protection, remove borrower consent rights to assignments and require the borrower to pay a “conversion fee” (typically equal to the agreed underwriting fee that would have been payable were the demand securities to have been issued). In other words, certain fundamental features of the bridge facility are adjusted to replicate more closely the corresponding terms of the demand securities had they been issued. However, the demand failure will not result in an event of default or relieve the bridge arrangers (or their lending affiliates) of their obligation to fund the bridge loan at closing.

How effective are securities demands?
The issuance of a securities demand is also subject to conditions which may undermine the effectiveness of the demand from the arrangers’ perspective. For example, most securities demand provisions are conditioned on the borrower first having had an opportunity to participate in a customary roadshow with respect to the demand securities, unless the borrower determines a roadshow would be commercially futile. Where the market for high yield bonds is closed, the borrower’s ability to require such a marketing process – even in the face of the arrangers’ advice that there is no market for the securities – and its control of the financial information necessary to conduct such a roadshow, can frustrate the timely exercise of the securities demand.

Moreover, when a securities demand is made, it is typically the intention of the arrangers to distribute the demand securities to third-party investors. In a functioning market, the offering memorandum and related financial information delivered prior to closing permits the issued securities to be immediately sold to third-party investors at closing. However, where there is insufficient third-party demand for the demand securities, the arrangers (or their broker dealer affiliates) may hold the securities on balance sheet, with the intention to sell them in the future. Such a subsequent sale will, in most cases, constitute an underwriting and require the borrower to, among other things, deliver an updated offering memorandum and historical and pro forma financial information, to cooperate in the arrangers bringing down due diligence and cause its auditors to deliver comfort letters – all of which require the cooperation of the borrower.

Securities demand provisions historically contained detailed post-closing cooperation covenants addressing this very issue. In more recent transactions, however, such cooperation obligations (if any) tend to be formulated at a high level, and do not cover all the information and assistance which would be required for a post-closing securities distribution. Even where such cooperation language is included, the sole consequences of a failure by the borrower to comply is often limited to the occurrence of a demand failure event. In circumstances in which either the demand securities have already been issued to replace the bridge (so there is no bridge for the demand failure consequences to attach to) or the bridge was funded following a demand failure (so the demand failure consequences have already attached to the bridge), the demand failure remedies are entirely illusory.

Another important limitation on the exercise of the securities demand is the tax-related exception. The demand provisions often excuse a borrower from complying with a post-closing securities demand if it determines (often at its sole discretion) that such issuance may result in adverse tax consequences to the borrower or its affiliates. The “adverse tax consequence” contemplated here is cancellation of debt income (CODI). CODI may arise when the bridge loan is, or is deemed to be, prepaid at price below its tax issue price, as could be the case if a bridge loan made at par is deemed to have been exchanged for demand securities issued at a discount to par.

The CODI rules are quite complex, and views differ on whether a typical securities demand issuance will trigger CODI. Formulations that give the issuer the discretion to make this determination, however, serve to further weaken the efficacy of arrangers’ post-closing demand rights. It is worth noting that in the past, this tax exception was subject to a 30-90-day sunset period, after which securities demands were permitted to proceed regardless of the tax consequences to the borrower. That sunset has been absent in more recent bridge financings.
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